Modern Workplace Learning

Half-Day Simulation Based Workshop

LEADING WITHOUT
AUTHORITY

This workshop introduces the concept of Modern Workplace Learning
through a one day simulation based session on Leadership and
influencing skills

WORKSHOP THEME
The nature of the VUCA world requires
managers to not only influence without
authority but also flex leadership styles
to ensure team morale and will are
maintained

WORKSHOP SNAPSHOT
Through this Modern Workplace Learning
workshop, participants will be able to, test
their skills on influencing
stakeholders, appreciate the criticality of
managing internal stakeholders

WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND:
The simulation driven gamified workshop
provides a competitive and experiential
experience, ensuring participants think
out-of-the-box and walk away with insights
on Leadership and Influencing.
Did we mention that you would also have
LOTS OF FUN?
Modern Workplace Learning all the way!!!

INFLUENCING SKILLS
From selling an idea to the client to securing resources for a project to driving
positive outcomes in a team, influencing skills find application in a wide variety of
daily situations. Mastering influencing skills is of paramount importance, not just
for the leaders but also for practically everyone in the organization
KNOLSKAPE ChangeQuest simulation provides for a true to life situation, wherein
participants are required to employ influencing skills to drive change in a highly
resistive environment.
KEY BENEFITS

Understand how to
manage multiple
stakeholders to align
expectations and
outcomes

Build trust and
empathy, thereby
leading to reduced
friction and greater
cooperation

Employ various
influencing strategies to
produce stellar
outcomes

Workshop Details
Session 1: Introduction to Modern Workplace
Learning
Session 2: Introduction to Leading without
Authority
Session 3: ChangeQuest Simulation Session
Session 4: ChangeQuest Debrief

ABOUT KNOLSKAPE
a brief introduction

"Learning is experience. Everything else is just
information."
Albert Einstein
KNOLSKAPE provides talent transformation solutions for the Modern
Workplace covering three key areas: Assessment, Development and
Engagement. By leveraging experiential technologies, industry and
business contextualization, and rich talent analytics, KNOLSKAPE can
accelerate learning, transform employee experience and boost
productivity. More than 200 clients in 17 countries have benefited from
KNOLSKAPE's award-winning experiential solutions.
KNOLSKAPE’S Talent Transformation Approach comprises of 3 unique
components each of which renders itself as a vital link in the
transformation process. The approach is a formidable blend of robust
new-age, experiential technologies, a unique context foundation to suit
the needs of the industry, and rich talent analytics for participants and
business alike.
.

AWARDS
Global Top 20 Gamification
Company in Learning 2014

Brandon Hall Awards Gold 2015
Broze 2016

Global Top 20 Gamification
Company in Learning 2015

Bersin by Deloitte
HR Tech Disruptions for 2017'

and many others!!

Client Testimonials
Standard Chartered Bank
I was extremely impressed with KNOLSKAPE's workshop at Shanghai. I
found it hard to believe IGs could be that excited about a computer based
simulation session on influencing. But to see people screaming and
clapping and jumping in the end was a real moment of truth. And then of
course the IG from Korea! My god what a live demo of influencing..I
learned a lot from that session. I had IGs, during cocktails that evening,
tell me that your session was tailor-made for a real life situation they were
facing back home in their countries!

Tata Teleservices Ltd
“iLead Situational Leadership Simulation gives users a comprehensive
understanding and practice of situational leadership grid. It simplifies the
complex grid of ‘Follower Readiness’ and ‘4 styles of Leadership shifts’,
into an interesting business scenario. I think this in real time can serve
more than just a learning tool, it can very well be developed as helping
tool for transforming task oriented leaders into balanced (between Task
& Relationship) leaders. Thanks to Knolskape for developing this
wonderful learning tool.”

Cognizant Business Consulting Group
This was a very insightful experience. The principles are powerful ways
to understand consulting nuances in practice. By applying these
principles to our different situations, the results can be very
extraordinary.The workshop exceeded my expectations !! I would
enthusiastically recommend this seminar to anyone that wants to get to
“yes” (ethically, of course!).

DETAILS
Date: Tuesday, 7th Novemver 2017
Time: 1 PM to 5 PM
Venue: PARKROYAL on Beach Road
Singapore

Please reply to the email with your
confirmation

